We developed biological cell analysis tools for interferometric phase microscopy based directly on the quantitative phase profile and used them to characterize cancer-cell life cycle, and uniquely distinguish and predict the cell life cycle phases.
Introduction
Interferometric phase microscopy (IPM) is a powerful quantitative tool that can provide information on biological cell structure and dynamics [1, 2] . The sensitivity of IPM setups for small changes in the refractive index provides label-free contrast and enables us to see cells and inner cell organelles without the use of exogenous contrast agents. Various methods have been suggested for decoupling cell thickness and the differential refractive index [1, [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] , all of which are generally inadequate for measuring heterogeneous and highly dynamic cells.
For heterogeneous refractive-index-structure cells, studies have shown that some cell parameters can be calculated directly from the phase profile of the cell. These include dry mass, cell area, and relative volume in certain cases [1] [2] [3] [4] 9] . Other studies used differential-time analysis on the cell phase profile to record dynamic properties of highly-heterogeneous cells [10] .
We propose to quantify cells with heterogeneous refractive-index structure without losing the dynamic properties of the cells [11] . To obtain this goal, we used generalized parameters providing new analysis tools that extend the ability of IPM systems to measure biologically-relevant parameters to the general case of highly-dynamic cells with heterogeneous refractive-index structure, without decoupling cell thickness and refractive index.
Using these tools, we investigated the dynamics of HeLa (human epithelial carcinoma) cells, and showed various biological phenomena occurring during the cell life cycle [11] . The suggested tools managed to distinguish cell life-cycle phases and sub-phases.
Methods
In order to acquire the dynamic phase profile of the cells, we constructed a wide-filed digital interferometer (WFDI) microscope, which can obtain an optical path delay spatial stability of 1.1 nm and a temporal stability of 0.62nm [11] .
The optical path delay of the cell (OPD c ) is defined as follows:
where h c is the thickness profile of the cell, m n is the refractive index of the medium, and c n is the cell integral refractive index [1] [2] [3] [4] . OPD c can be used to directly calculate the cells dry mass, which is used to describe cell behavior and defined as follows, where is the refractive increment constant and approximated as 0.18-0.21ml/g:
We defined new generalized parameters based directly on the cell phase for describing cells such as the statistical parameter, cell phase skewness. Full list of the parameters can be found in Ref. 11 .
In order to use statistical parameters, such as skewness, the phase values over the projected cell area were written as a single vector containing n values. Then, the cell skewness was calculated using the following formula:
where OPD c (n) is the cell phase values and OPDc  is the mean of these values and  is the variance.
Results
Using IPM, we acquired two off-axis interferograms of HeLa cells per minute for 50 hours, and processed them into the time-dependent quantitative phase profile of the sample. Figure 1 presents results measured during a part of the life cycle of a HeLa cell starting right after the mother cell divided into two new cells and includes cell transition from G1 phase to S phase. G1 phase is defined as the part of the life cycle where the cell grows, and S phase is defined as the part of the life cycle where the cell is metabolically inactive and DNA synthesis occurs. Figure 1(a) presents the OPD profile of the measured cell. Figure 1(b) presents the cell dry mass which is calculated according to Eq. (2). This graph shows the growth of the cell during G1 phase and an approximately constant value of the dry mass during S phase, taking into account the dry mass values at the beginning of G1 and S phase. The growth rate during G1 phase was calculated as 10.31 pgr per hour. The time dependency of the phase skewness parameter [Eq. (3)] is presented in Fig.1(c) . This graph shows a change occurring at hour 6:18, after which the value of OPD c stops changing, meaning that the cell stops growing, which agrees with the definition of S phase. The presented results were confirmed by additional measurements done on nine more cells showing similar behaviors and values [11] . In the case of dry mass the results showed values of 241.1±24.7 pgr at the beginning of G1 phase, 355±19.21 pgr during S phase and 546±45.75 pgr in the end of G2 phase, with significant statistical difference between the lifecycle phases (p<1e-8) [11] .
Conclusion
Using generalized parameters, we uniquely describe cell growth and distinguish between cell life-cycle phases for heterogeneous cells, without the need to decouple the refractive index and thickness from the OPD measurement. The results showed good agreement with measurements done using other label-based and cell-invasive techniques, but in our case, it was done in a label-free, non-contact manner for live cells. The new generalized parameters, obtained from a single interferogram, can be used to better understand cell behaviors including cell-growth regulation.
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